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O ne warm October evening, Michelle Krusiec was cruising

down the Pacific Coast Highway when she received a call that

would change her life. She couldn’t believe the news; reaching

back to an adolescent ritual, she looked in the rearview mirror

at her reflection for comfort and assurance. The news? She’d

been nominated in the Best Actress category for Taiwan’s

Golden Horse, the Chinese equivalent of the American

Academy Award.

“First, I was shocked,” said Krusiec. “Then chills ran down my

spine.”

For Krusiec, it was a call that marked the beginning of an exhila-

rating journey home, one that would certainly serve as an

impressive addendum to her prolific Hollywood accomplish-

ments. At the age of five, Krusiec came to America, leaving

behind not only the land she loves but also her birth name 

of Yang Ya Hui. “They actually refer to my name as a

‘supermarket’ in Taiwan,” Krusiec says with a smile. “It

is as common as Jennifer Smith here.”

But nothing was common about this young Taiwanese girl.

Graced with charm and determination to be the best actress

ever, Krusiec began her training at the Virginia Governor’s

Magnet School for the Arts. After receiving her Theatre and

English Degree from Virginia Tech University, Krusiec furthered

her studies at the University of Oxford, and then went on to

host two seasons of Travelers for the Discovery Channel,

which introduced her to almost fifty destinations around

the world.

After the success in Travelers, Michelle played Sui Blake in

NBC’s Saturday morning series One World, which was created

by Peter Engel (Saved By The Bell, California Dreams

and Hang Time). Since then, Krusiec has appeared in

both recurr ing and starr ing roles on Grey’s Anatomy,

Weeds, NCIS, Cold Case, Monk, E.R. and Without a

Trace. Krusiec shined in HBO’s dark comedy The Mind 

of the Married Man, in which she played the recurring 
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“I love that show,” Krusiec says. “It offers funny, insightful

views on how marriage works from male perspectives.”

In 2002, Krusiec was named by The Hollywood Reporter

as one of the top ten rising performers at the HBO Aspen

Comedy festival for her work in her one-woman solo show.

Made in Taiwan is a humorous, raucous and moving story of

a young Asian American woman’s experiences with dating,

sex, adultery and an ultra “tradit ional” mother. Krusiec

c o n t i n ues to  deve lop th is

autobiographic story and is

now seeking  to  s tage  the

show in New York, while also

pursuing fi lm and television

versions of this unique show.

Krusiec has starred on the big

screen as well, in feature films

such as Sweet Home Alabama,

Cursed, Duplex, Nixon and

Pumpkin, but it was her stellar

performance in Al ice Wu’s

Saving Face—produced by

Teddy Zee, James Lassiter and

Will Smith—that earned Krusiec

her trip home with much fanfare

and adornment.

“Isn’t it ironic?” Krusiec says.

“ I ’ve spent my l i fet ime in

Amer ica act ing.  But when 

I  needed  a  rem inde r,  an  

encouragement to keep

believing in myself, I found it

here in Asia.”

Although Krusiec missed the

best actress tit le by one vote, the story of a Chinese

American lesbian was voted the best film by an audience

poll for the Golden Horse Film Festival. Krusiec said the

success of her character Wil was not so much a reflection

on her as it was the film’s ability to relate to many who continue

to search for their identities—in whatever capacity.

“In the film,” Krusiec explains. “Wil forsakes her heart to live as

a perfect daughter in a strict Chinese family. In real life, I’m—at

times—struggling with different kinds of identity issues. I live in

America but feel Chinese. And when I am in Taiwan, I feel like

I come across American. On top of that, some Asian agents

told me that I look like an ‘International Chinese’ who speaks

Mandarin like someone from Hong Kong. I’m perplexed.

Maybe this explains why I love acting. I get to work out my

identity crisis by playing different characters. I view acting

as a way to express my world, my inner thoughts.”

Krusiec is in the midst of talks

with agents in Asia and

already has met with several

high profile directors during

her recent visit to the East.

She is making plans to return to

Taipei for a publicized “signing

event” as well as an opportunity

to continue practicing her

Mandarin.

“I’m proficient in the language,”

Krusiec says. “But if I want to

make any headway in this market,

I need to become bilingual.”

It looks more and more like

the favorite daughter is finding

her way home. And that will

be good for Krusiec and the

people in that part of the

world. But who is the real

Michelle Krusiec—or the real

Yang Ya Hui?

“I’m still figuring that out,”

Krusiec says cheerfully. “I

don’t think it’s a bad thing. 

It just keeps me on my toes and maybe slightly...slightly

confused.”

Perhaps Krusiec’s glimpse at that mirror wasn’t merely 

a reflection to bring comfort, nor to affirm her beauty and 

natural talent. Perhaps she knew the nomination would 

take her on yet another course in her life—homebound.
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